
             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             
             

  

 
 
 

 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

 

October 27, 2016 HDCR2017-019  

 

Mr. Aaron Yue, Project Manager 

DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL 

5796 Corporate Avenue 

Cypress, California 90630 

 

Ms. Pamela S. Innis 

Topock Remedial Project Manager 

Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Land Management - Arizona State Office 

One North Central Avenue, Suite 800 

Phoenix, AZ  85004-4427 

 

Re: Comments on the September 21st, 2016 Topock Soil RFI/RI – Plan to Address Data Gaps 

Identified During Work Plan Implementation (DGWP-3)  

 

 

Dear Mr. Yue, and Ms. Innis,  

 

The Hualapai Department of Cultural Resources takes this opportunity to thank you for allowing 

us to comment on the Plan to Address Data Gaps Identified During the Work Plan 

Implementation period (DGWP-3) for the Topock Soil RFI/RI. The 73 contingency sample limit 

in the Topock Soils EIR (referred to herein as the Soils EIR) was established to prevent 

significant impacts to the Topock cultural site. To date twenty-seven contingency locations, not 

included in the Final Soils Investigation Work Plan, but identified in Data Gap Work Plan 1 

The Great Spirit created Man and Woman in 

his own image. In doing so, both were created as 

equals. Both depending on each other in order 

to survive. Great respect was shown for each 

other; in doing so, happiness and contentment 

was achieved then, as it should be now. 
 

The connecting of the Hair makes them one 

person; for happiness or contentment cannot be 

achieved without each other. 
 

The Canyons are represented by the purples in 

the middle ground, where the people were 

created. These canyons are Sacred, and should 

be so treated at all times 
 

The Reservation is pictured to represent the 

land that is ours, treat it well. 

 

 

The Reservation is our heritage and the heritage 

of our children yet unborn. Be good to our land 

and it will continue to be good to us. 
 

The Sun is the symbol of life, without it nothing 

is possible - plants don’t grow - there will be no 

life - nothing. The Sun also represents the dawn 

of the Hualapai people. Through hard work, 

determination and education, everything is 

possible and we are assured bigger and brighter 

days ahead. 
 

The Tracks in the middle represent the coyote 

and other animals which were here before us. 
 

The Green around the symbol are pine trees, 

representing our name Hualapai - PEOPLE OF 

THE TALL PINES -  
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(DGWP-1) and DGWP-2, have been sampled. While an additional 69 contingency samples have 

been proposed in DGWP-3, only 46 of these samples are being counted toward the allowable 73 

contingency soil samples. Specifically, 23 of the 69 proposed contingency sample locations are 

not considered as “new” sample locations as they are to occur at locations that were previously 

sampled. Stating that only “new” sample locations qualify to be counted as an additional 

contingency sample location is based on the incorrect assumption that impact to the site only 

occurs when a new area is sampled, and doesn’t consider that returning to an existing location 

causes additional impacts. The Hualapai Tribe disagrees with this interpretation.  

 

The approach that DGWP-3 takes in defining what constitutes a “new contingency” sample 

location is not addressed in the Soils EIR, but rather is based on DTSC’s interpretation of the 

Soils EIR. Furthermore, this interpretation has never been discussed clearly. We would like to 

request that that DTSC provide a written summary of the Soils EIR review, which was 

referenced during the October 5th Topock Soil Investigation: Overview of DGWP-3 

teleconference meeting, and led to the agency interpretation for what constitutes a “new” 

contingency sample. In addition, as part of its Soil EIR review we would also like to request that 

DTSC complete a systematic assessment of those soil sampling locations which were re-visited 

during the various data-gaps sampling.   

 

We are particularly interested in sample locations where the initial samples were shallow, and 

collected using trowel or a hand auger, and the subsequent additional sample(s) were collected 

using a drill rig or vehicle-mounted equipment. In such cases, it is the opinion that there is a 

significant increase in the impact and foot-print between the first and the second sampling event 

at that location.  These types of incremental, compounding impacts should be accounted for 

specifically in the Soil EIR analysis and review.  

 

Extensive efforts have been made by the Tribes in determining the need for and location of soil 

samples included within the soil investigation.  While we may not have agreed on the need for 

soil sampling in some locations, the rational determining the need for a sample location was 

typically apparent. In the case of DGWP-3, however, the vague and even absent rationales 

supporting the proposed contingency location hinders a thorough review of the need for and 

efficacy of the proposed sample locations. For example, there are numerous cases in DGWP-3 

where contingency sampling is proposed to further define the nature and extent of metals, PAHs, 

PCBs, or dioxin/furans. However, DGWP-3 does not allow a reviewer to understand what 

specific metals, PAHs, PCBs, or dioxin/furans require additional characterization. In addition, no 

detail is provided that would allow a reviewer to understand how soil screening thresholds are 

used to determine the need for additional soil characterization. For example, if a chemical exists 

below all identified screening values is there a need for additional soil characterization?  In order 

for us to understand the decisions and recommendations contained in the DGWP-3 report, it is 

requested that for each proposed sample location the specific chemical(s) requiring additional 

characterization along with the soil screening criteria be provided. 

 

Our ability to thoroughly review the proposed contingency samples and locations is difficult due 

to not receiving the soil sample coordinates. These geospatial data have been requested several 

times, (not by Hualapai), however, we are aware that Tribes have been told that it was preferred  
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to defer distribution of this level of information (field measurements) until the RFI/RI report 

development stage.  We are unable to spatially review soil data without sample coordinates and 

therefore unable to review the nature and extent of known soil contamination in the context of 

requests for additional sampling and sample locations. Furthermore, the maps provided within 

DGWP-3 do not comprehensively report all soil sample locations taken to date. For example, 

XRF sample locations collected during the recent data gap soil investigation work have been 

omitted from the maps. Without maps displaying the locations of all soil sampling to date and 

lacking the sample coordinates the Hualapai are at a disadvantage in thoroughly reviewing the 

DGWP-3.  

 

In the absence of this data the DGWP-3 appears to have been prepared with the perspective that 

each reviewer or interested reader would find and take the time to step back and forth between 

the work plan, maps, and the excel workbook with 50k or more lines of data spread across many 

columns in certain sheets, in order to understand the preparers’ thinking and rationale for adding 

additional sampling / testing at existing locations and sampling / testing at new locations. 

Therefore, we would like to have access to the soil sample coordinates which will allow for a 

comprehensive spatial understanding of the nature and extent of contaminants at the site.   

 

Overall review of the DGWP3 document would be easier to use and interpret if AOCs and 

SWMUs were clearly and boldly identified with highlighted labels. In addition, all figures, 

distinctively highlight labels for existing locations recommended for additional sampling / 

testing and do likewise for new locations recommended for sampling and testing. (This is done 

on some figures, but not on all.) Furthermore, the topographic information and aerial imagery in 

many of the illustrations in DGWP3 is degraded, making it difficult or impossible to understand 

and interpret location and identification tags in the context of topography and image features.  

Imagery and topography should not be degraded so. 

 

PG&E and DTSC now distribute Topock reports and documents mainly by digital / electronic 

means, which we greatly appreciate. On this and on each and all future digital reports, we 

suggest that you include an index page (or pages) that provide specific direction at to the sizes at 

which large format illustrations should be printed so that they will have legibility and readability 

intended by their preparer(s). 

 

We appreciate your consideration and attention to these matters, and we look forward to 

continuing our work with you. If you have any questions, please give our office a call or email 

myself and we will be happy to assist.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

_____________________ 

Dawn Hubbs, Director, THPO 

 

 

Cc: Dr. Damon Clarke, Hualapai Tribal Council Chairman 

       Mr. Philbert Watahomigie, Vice Chairman 
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